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Paper summarizes the first results of two-dimensional (2D) numerically modelled expansion and flow 
of compressible and non-viscous gas in typical parts of air jet weaving system; namely in main nozzle 
designed as an ejector with various shapes of the mixing zone, in relay (auxiliary) nozzle with substantial 
flow separation in the rash flow bend directly before the nozzle outlet, and the influence of the reed dent 
edges shape on the free stream reflection and penetration through reed gaps along a real "porous" wali. 

The used Euler's equations are solved by a Finite Volumes Method (FVM) with automatic mesh 
generation and optimization of unstructured triangle mesh. Graphical results show 2D isolines of all gas 
state values, further Mach number, entropy and velocity vectors. lD profiles of all quantities along chosen 
cross-sections or surfaces can be obtained, too. They give to the designer a large and quick review about 
the problem. 

The coincidence with experiment, measuring and real weaving tests is very good. The advantage of 
numerical modelling consists in the very quick, simple and user-friendly operation. 

1. lNTRODUCTION

Weaving technology is one of the oldest production systems but the principle is always the same 
- see Fig. l: The longitudinal system of warp ends (1) is periodically opened and in the arising
space (2) is transversally inserted filling end (3). The fabric ( 4) arises by graduał changing the warp
ends opening and beating-up by the reed (5) of inserted filling ends ...

Air jet weaving system, developed in 50's in VUTS Liberec and spread all over the world, allows 
the highest weaving performance. Weft transport in the air jet system is realized by aerodynamic 
forces of flows from the main nozzle (6) and of system of relay nozzles (7), situated along the reed 
channel (8). 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of air jet weaving system 
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The used calculs replace expensive, long-term and sometimes impossible experiments as mea
suring, visualization etc. They allow to evaluate more variants of inner shape of nozzle before the 
designing. The coincidence of numerical solution with experiment or real weaving test is very good. 
The presented simple software gives very good qualitative imagination about the problem - it is a 
preference of finite elements methods in generał. 

The presented application of numerical modelling of two-dimensional compressible inviscid flow 
gives several direct and quick results for practical use by designing the weaving air nozzles: 

• good imagination about the whole 2D flow (the state values of gas, position, intensity and form
of shock waves) in many designed variants,

• entry data for following calculation of equation of textile yarn motion in precalculated veloc
ity / density field,

• setting conditions for reliable nozzle operation in the weaving mill, as for example sure suction
of ejector.

Real flows are naturally more complicated, furthemore by the stream expansion it should be take
into account the flow viscosity and turbulence, too. 
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